Graphic Design:
Independent Project

Schoolwide Learner Outcome: Champion of Self Expression

**Objective:** Create a digital media project you care about.
It can be studio photo shoot, another photography based project, a surreal composite, graphic design, or some other media related project, **etc…**

**Agenda:**
1. Use the skills you learned this year to create an independent project. It needs to represent a week’s worth of effort (3-4 hours). (8”x10” at 300ppi)
2. Choose a theme, message, or some other central idea.
   1. Choose a theme that is important to you: Homelessness, a women’s or men’s issue, pet adoption, racism, environmental concerns, a teen issue, a school concern, domestic violence/abuse, etc…
   2. As you finish, think about the artistic choices you made and why.
3. Name it: Period_Indie_LastName

**Visual Arts Standards**

2.5 Create an expressive composition, focusing on dominance and subordination.